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Introduction 

In the Fermilab antiproton accumulation system 
antiprotons are produced by the delivery of trains of 
120 Gel/ proton bunches to a production target from 
jihLch ant t protons are collected with mean energy 
8 GeV Ciir.etic) and noment_\m spread Ap/p > 3%"2. 
The antiproton beam has the time structure of the 
incilent orotons. The proton bunch spacing-to-length 
rat10 1s made as large as possible I> 2O:l) so that 
the resulting antiproton momentum spread may be 
reduced by “bunch rotation” in a “debunching” ring 
where time spread is exchanged for momentum spread. 
Details of these procedures are described 
9 1 sew;3erf? 3 ’ i ; . i. 19 this paper jie report on the efficacy 
of these procedures during routine operation 

Main Ring Bunch Narrowing 

The Main Ring has been operating with a slngie 
Rooster 3atch (- 83 bunches) at intensity 1.5~1:)” 
protons per bunch and longitudinal emlttance about 
T,. 1 S eV-set pe:r bunch, Narrow bunches are routinely 
obtalned by doing two successive one-quarter turn 
ph,lse oscillations within unmatched buckets. During 
the late stage of acceleration and into the 120 GeV 
constant energy period the rf voltage is held at its 
:nsxlm~rn value of 4 MV. This change is adiabatic with 
respec: to a synchrotron phase oscillation period so 
a matched 3. 15 eV-set bunch has a full width of about 
? ns. Starting with this zonditian the rf voltage is 
dropped to 405 CV within about 103 us, a time short 
with respect to a phase oscillation period. Ideally, 
In 3r,e quarter sycchrotron period (4 ms! the mis- 
mal;ched bunch rotates to span i 60 degrees (~1.6 ns) 
wlthln the bucket. At this point the rf voltage is 
wd?enly raised back to 4 MV and the bunch rotates 
another quarter period so that, ignoring synchrotron 
tune spreaj, the btinch energy spread becomes + 157 
YeV ald tne full buncn length becomes 0.6 nsec. 
?ecen+ slmulatlons of this procedure have shown that 
final rotations from bunch lengths larger than t 60 
f!tizre-Ps ;Lr? adver-.sely affected bjr synchrotron CIAIC 
sgre?l and that a bunch length of .>bout 0.65 nsec 
sYoul3 be expected from the above procedure (+?o wil;h 
parabolic line charge distribution). 

T’le routinely achrevable quality of bunc’l 
r.arrod:ng is affected by several practical problems. 
Transient beam loading of the rf cavities can cause B 
phase shift of the buckets with respect to the beam 
ilt different lccations wlthln the batch . This 
selectively affects the initial broadening and 
subseqllenf narrowing. A transient beam loading 
c?m>ensatlon s:Jstem’ has oeen installed but there is 
ev:dence that 11 some circumstance it :may interfere 
with high c.ua1lt.y accelera:ion so Lt is not always 
ust?d. 3ecause the dynamic range of individual rf 
cavities is Ilmi:eil by a multipacting level, the 
voltage reduction is done 3p dividing the erghteen rf 
cavities into groups of nine and counterphasing the 
group to the req.ilred angle. If the angle or the 
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amplitude of either of the groups is incorrect the 
resulting reduced bucket may be shlfted in phase with 
respect to the beam bunches with adverse results. 
Finally, the voltage to which the rf amplitude must 
be lowered during the intermediate step varies 
linearly with LongltudLnal emittance. The beam 
qua1 ity IS, 17 turn, a function of intensity and 
other vagaries of the Booster so the stated value of 
403 KeV 1s not always correct. 

In routine operation the system provides proton 
bunches Jhich are reduced in length by a factor of 
two with respec’, to the bunch length in 4 MV buckets 
prior to narrowing. TypIcally banch lengths between 
0.8 and 1.5 nsec are observed. Figure 1 shows a 
mountain range display of the 120 CeV bunches during 
the last 4.5 msec prior to extraction. This display, 
updated at each extraction and held by a “frame 
grabber” is available to operators dJr1ng normal 
operation so that the system can be optrmized by 
minor adjustments. 

Figure 1. Main Ring bunch during bunch broadening 
and final narrowing for anti proton production. Time 
progress downward. Sweep rate 2 ns per division. 

Yomentun Reduction in the Debuncher Ring 

The performance goal of tne Debuncher ring is tc 
reduce the relatively large momentum spread of thr 
incident antrproton beam to less than 0.2% prior to 
injection of the beam into the Accumulator Ring. The 
Debuncher Ring has been demonstrated to have nomentuT 
acceptance of >3% with transverse acceptance of 2Or: 
mm-mr . Slightly greater antiproton accumulation 
rates are achieved by injecting a 4% Ap/p beam even 
though the momentum reduction efficiency is not as 
high in that circumstance. 

As an example, consider that fraction of the 
incident antiproton beam contained within the 3% Ap/p 
!+134 MeV) and a 1 ns time interval. S’uch a beam 
would have longitudinal emittance of about 0.27 eV- 
sec. Tf this emittance were transformed such that it 
fills the entire 18.8 ns time period available, with 
no dilution, the momentum spread would transform to 
3.16%. 

The bunch rotation system6” consists of six 53.1 
MHz rf cavities generating a total of 3.9 MV. The 
ring operates at harmonic number 90 with 
,=Y, t Y-*=0.006 so that stationary bucket height IS 
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200 YeV. Tr.1~ bucket results in rotation of the +I34 
MeV distribution to ?84 degrees (t4.5 ns) in one 
quarter phase oscillation. In order to prevent 
further rotation the rf voltage must be removed when 
the bunch reaches its maximum time spread. Since the 
energy cannot be removed from the rf cavities 
lnstant?neously the rf voltage is reduced from 
maximum to zero during the last 50 us. The entire 
quarter rotation requrres about 90 US. 4t this time 
the momentum spread has been reduced to about 0.45%. 
The resulting phase space distribution can be 
encloseC In an ellipse of about 0.33 eV-sec. Further 
reduction of the momentum spread is achieved by 
adiabatically debunchlng thl s distribution ulth an 
addltlonal rf system uhlch 1s applied just as the 
debdnchlng rf is removed. This system starts at 13C 
k7, generating an enclosing bucket area of about 1 
e‘u’-set, and 1s slowly reduced to zero over a period 
of 30 ms. The debunched momentum spread of the 
sample distribution should then natch the design 
speclflcation of 0.2%. 

Useful representations of the momentum spread of 
unbunched beams in the Debuncher ring are obtained by 
schottky scans where the momentum spread is related 
to the f requency spread by Ap/p=Af/nf (rl=O.O06). 
Schottky scans are obtained around harmonic number 
127 1~1th center frequency 74.934 MHz. In Figure 2a, 
b, c, schottky scans are shown for the Injected beam, 
the beam after rotstlon without subsequent adiabatic 
de>J?chlng, and the final debuncked beaa. In parts a 
and b of the figure the total frequency span is 30 
kYz and in part c lt 1s 10 kHz. The vertical scale 
is 5 db per division. 

Sxn’ze the total beam current sjlthin a particular 
schottky frequency span is a function of the detailed 
beam dlstrlbutlon within that span we take here, for 
illustration, the 6 db points for parts a and b and 
the 12 db point (essentially all of the beam for a 
narrow pea*ed distribution) for part c. In part a 
the frequency span at 6 db down is 18.75 kHz 
corresponding to a momentum spread of 4.2%. The 6 db 
frequency span of part b, after initial bunch 
rotation 1s 1.8 kHZ Taking Ap/p 3.4%. The 12 db 
width of part c 1s 1 kHz indicating that essentially 
all of the beam is within a 0.22% momentum range. 
Tnese scans were done at 3 time ‘when performance of 
the Yain sing and the Debuncher had been carefully 
optimized an3 consequently they represent better 
performance than is routinely achieved. On each 
cycle the flnal debunched schottky scan 1s analyzed 

and the fraction of beam falling wither the required 
0.2% momentum spread 1s compared to that within a 
2.7% range (essentially all of the beam) and the 
result recorded.g ?.t this time 34% of t’7e injected 
beam ;rlthin a 3% momentum bite is reduced to the 
required 0.2%. When the injec$ed beam spans a 4% 
momentum range 67% falls within the required 3.2% 
range. Qperat ion wl th 4% incident momentum spread 
results in a slight increase in ‘overall antiproton 
stacking rate. 

It is difficult to assess the absolute bea?l loss 
of antiprotons during bunch rotation because Lhe 
incident negative particle beaT co~slsts of only 
about ?4 anti?rotons. the rest being e-, pi-, k-, ti-, 
etc. The nesons are lost by decay after about five 
turns and the electrons 3y synchrotron radlati?n, 
after fifteen turns.‘O Because of the time of flight 
dlsparlty it is barely possible to observe the 
antiproton signals between the large spurious 
particle signal on a longitudinal wall current 
monitor. By the time the spurious particles have 
decayed the antiproton bunch has already been 
signlflcantly broadened by debunchlng. dttempts to 
integrate the area Jnder t3e antlproton pulses 
indicate that the loss 1s less tha? 20% ard 1s 
consistent with zero. 

Tieblmcher ?F Yardware Ogerat ion 

In earlier dlscuss:ons of this system It has been 
proposed that the adiabatic debuching voltage be 
provided by two of the debunchlng cavities, which 
were to be countepphased to provide the low time 
dependent voltage. This turned out cot to be 
practical because the fine control of amplitude and 
phase required was freq?lently defeated by 
multlpacting or other anomalous behavi 3r of zne or 
the other cavity. In order to provide stable an3 
easily manageable adiabatic debunchllg voltage, >wc 
additional rf cavities, of a type slmllar to %hose 
used in the Accumulator ring for rf stacking,” were 
installed. 

Operation of the s:x high gradient cavltles and 
the additional lower gradient cavities has been 
stable and reliable. The main operational dlfflculty 
has been associated w:th phase-locking the systen :O 
the Main ‘ling rf system prior to antiproton 
production so that the antiproton !XJnCheS arrive 
properly at the bucket cer.ters. The Debuncher rf 

Figure 2. Debuncher Ring Schottky Scans 
a) Injected beam, no rotation, span 30 kHz 
b) Bunch rotated beam before adiabatic debunching, 

span 30 kHz 
c) Final adiabatically debunched beam, span 10 kHz 

All plots are logarithmic, 5 db per division 
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must operate on a phase-lock track and hold 
prlnclple, tracking the Yain Ring phase until proton 
extraction, then locking to the proper phase and 
frequency during subsequent Debuncher operation. If 
the Main Ring rf phase changes quickly just prior to 
extraction, which may result, for example, from 
unsymmetric counterphasing or beam instabilities, 
then the large phase error signal which exists just 
at the instant of switching to hold, causes the 
Deburcher system to hold at the wong frequency. The 
be,a:? instabilities, which appeared t’o be primarily 
responsible for this problem during early operation, 
have been -Lred by ad; Jstnents in the Yain Ring low 
level r.” system. Errors in counterphasing remain as 
an occasional source of malfunction. 

Another system difficlilty has to do with the very 
slow tuning capability of the Debuncher system.’ 
Reca,Jse the Main Ring rf frequency is not expected to 
vary more than a few tens of Hertz, the automatic 
cavity tuning system operates by changing the 
temperature of the beam pipe, a slow process. 
Liowever, lf the Main Ring operates f4r a few cycles 
with no beam present, the frequency program errors 
are such that a significant detuning of the Debuncher 
ca\rity frequency can occur. Then, when beam is 
restored, a number of production cycles may be lost 
until the ?ebur!cher rf system 13 retuned t3 the 
correct frequency. 

T:hsse problems have been addressed in two ways. 
Since the Maln Ring operating frequency is so 
severely constrained it is possible to use a voltage 
controlled oscillator in the Debuncher phase-lock 
Loop which has very limited frequency range so that 
the system can rever get very far off frequency. In 
a,ddition to this, the phase-lock error signal can be 
monitored on each cycle and any cycle where it 
exceeds some present value 1s assumed to be a cycle 
on which the Main Ring either has no beam or some 
instability has resulted in a phase error just at 
extraction. In either case the frequency source to 
which the Debuncher system 1s locked can be switched 
“correct” def,ault value on the assumption that the 
incident beam will either be absent or distorted in 
some way. 

With the minor modifications described installed 
and working, the system is entirely operational end 
performs in a satisfactory manner. 
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